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Why is acquiring real estate becoming more 
difficult?

Do you have the resources to do the job 
internally?

How do you train and work with your 
franchisees fully in the site selection process?



How should you use outside resources, 
including a broker network?
Should you guarantee your franchisees’ real 
estate obligations, and if so, what are the 
implications?
How can you make your franchise system 
more attractive to landlords?
What are the future trends in real estate and 
how can you benefit from the changes in the 
marketplace?



Consumer spending continues to drive the 
economy.
Competition for quality real estate among 
retailers.
Development costs for land, materials, building 
trades and the cost of money.
Municipal regulations add time and costs due to 
stringent requirements, lengthy permitting 
process.

Why is acquiring real estate 
becoming more difficult?



Determine blend of internal and outsourced 
functions.
Determine structure and departments: VP’s, 
Directors, field, Real Estate, Architecture, 
Construction, Legal.
Determine workload per person and hire 
according to projections.

Do you have the resources to do 
the job internally?



Training franchisees is critical to choosing 
excellent real estate.
The franchisor must establish the criteria and 
provide the tools for educating franchisees.
Use a combination of classroom, field 
training, workshops, real estate professionals.

How do you train and work with your 
franchisees in site selection process?



Broker Network
Vital to site procurement efforts
More effective from G&A perspective
Focus Brands structure

GIS and demography providers
Mapping, demographic and modeling needs

Other support vendors
Architectural, permit expediting, equipment, 
turnkey developers

How should you use outside 
resources, including brokers?



Advantages
Gives franchisor control of real estate
Can speed up development
Keeps system growing where and how you want

Disadvantages
Potential rental expense
Contingent lease liability on balance sheet
Dual hat –Franchisor and Landlord
Guarantee versus sublease

Guaranteeing franchisee lease 
obligations



Landlords are mostly interested in risk
Consider Franchisee qualifications
Tenant allowance vs Lower rent
Guarantees (Franchisor)

Be prepared to sell your concept
Real estate brochure (sell the benefits)
Website
ICSC shows

Making your system more attractive 
to landlords



Pre-leasing new shopping centers
Prior to any evidence
Network and be willing to be patient

Projects are getting larger
Lifestyle centers
Town centers

Bay sizes and rents are growing
Look for additional revenue centers

Future trends in real estate and how 
to benefit from change



Questions and Answers
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